
Summary

Phoebe and the Spelling Bee

Barney Saltzberg in his book Phoebe and
the Spelling Bee describes what happens when
Phoebe decides to learn her spelling words
in an unusual way. The story starts when
Ms. Ravioli tells the class that there will be a
spelling bee on Friday. Phoebe hates spelling.
Her friend Katie is a great speller. Instead of
studying, Phoebe plays around. Katie tries to
help her, but Phoebe just pretends that she has
the flu. When Phoebe hurts Katie's feelings,
she feels bad. Phoebe wants to show Katie
that she wants to be a friend, so she makes
up games to help her learn to spell the words.
Phoebe is clever and learns almost all the
words. At the end of the story Katie wins the
spelling bee, but Phoebe gets a prize for being
clever.
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Writing Summaries
Four steps for writing the summary paragraph

Write a summary topic sentence using the three-
part IVF topic sentence method (the burrito fold).

Identify the Item.

Barney Saltzberg in
his book Phoebe and
the Spelling Bee

Select a Verb.

describes

Finish Your Thought.

what happens when
Phoebe decides to
learn her spelling words
in an unusual way.

Copy the sentence so it looks like a real sentence.
Fix spelling and capitalization errors.

Barney Saltzberg in his book Phoebe and the
Spelling Bee describes what happens when
Phoebe decides to learn her spelling words in an
unusual way.

Create a fact outline.

Friday Spelling Bee

Katie

not studying

hurts a friend

a clever idea

Use your fact outline to write the summary paragraph.
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Writing Summaries
Four steps for writing the summary paragraph

Write a summary topic sentence using the three-
part IVF topic sentence method (the bumto fold).

Identify the Item. Select a Verb. Finish Your Thought

Copy the sentence so it looks like a real sentence.
Rx spelling and capitalization errors.

Create a fact outline.

Use your fact outline to wrlte the summary paragraph.
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compares

describes

explains

gives

lists

presents

shows

tells

•unimary Topk Sentences

Identify the Item.

The story African
Dream by Eloise
Greenfield

Select a Verb.

tells

Finish Your Thought.

about a girl who
returns to Africa and
visits many places.

The story African Dream by Eloise Greenfield tells about a
girl who returns to Africa and visits many places.

Identify the Item.

Chapter Five,
"Electronics/ in
my science book

Select a Verb.

explains

Finish Your Thought.

how a simple
telegraph works.

Chapter Five/ ^EIectronics/' in my science book expiains
how a simple telegraph works.

Example 3

Identify the Item.

The fable "Blind

Men and the
Elephant'

Select a Verb.

tells what happens
when six blind men
describe an elephant.

The fable "Blind Men and the Elephant7/ tells what happens
when six blind men describe an elephant.

Finish Your Thought.
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Summary Paragraph

Chapter Five, ^EIectronics/' in my science book
explains how a simple telegraph works.

- key, dry cell, sounder
- wire
- open circuit
- closed circuit
- current

Telegraph

Chapter Five, "Electronics/7 in my science book
explains how a simple telegraph works. A simple
telegraph has a key to send the message, a dry cell
for electricity, and a sounder to receive the message.
All of the parts of a telegraph are connected by wire.
The circuit is open, but when someone pushes down
on the key, the circuit is closed. A current then flows
from the dry cell to the key to the sounder.
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